Annual Report 2018-19
The purpose of education is to unravel, discover and extrapolate the potential
that sits within an individual .
The above statement exemplifies Dayapuram to the core.
At the outset, we pay rich homage to our great patriarch Late Shiekh Abdulla Al
Ansari whose soul continues to guide and inspire us. A secular institution which
develops character and ethical leadership in its students was the dream vision of
this great founder. Now at the coral year of inception let us pay rich tribute for this
great visionary and also for all the departed souls who had been with us in all our
endeavors.
With delight, I present the Annual Report for the year 2018-19 which recapitulates
the labour of love, the activities, the attainment of objectives, the achievements,
the unwavering commitments and the convection with which we pursue our goals
and the sincere efforts we have put forth.
A nest which nestles students 2025 is functioning to accomplish excellence in
academic , cultural, moral, socio and sporting fields with the service and assistance
of 102 teaching staff and 9 supporting staff.
Mr.Muralidharan is the Vice Principal. Mrs. Sajitha V K, Mrs.Bindu.P, Mr.Rajeev
Kumar and Mrs. Neetha Davis safeguards the 1 st, 2nd 3rd & 4th compartments
respectively.
Mrs.Priya Janet is the Headmistress of the Nursery section with 239 students.

A Glimpse of the Academic Accomplishments
The academic prowess of Dayapuram is proved yet again by our students by an
impression record of cent percent result in both classes X & XII.
We have
continued the legacy of academic excellence. It is the reflection of perseverance
and meticulous endeavors of our diligent students and dedicated staff.
Class X Result
Total No of students Appeared : 150
Distinction : 103
First Class : 43
Second class : 4

Class XII Result
Total No of students appeared : 115
Distinction : 58
First Class : 46
Below 60% :11

Topper in Class X 2018 : Diya Mariyam

(98.2%)

Topper in Class XII Science Stream 2018 : Fida Rafeeq C ( 93% )
Topper in Class XII Commerce Stream 2018 : Fathima Sana T P (92%)

Learning Time for Teachers
Professional ongoing learning of the staff is a key for quality teaching learning
process.
‘Devote, Respond & Succeed’, the motto of the workshop for the training
programme is synonymous with our school’s name Dayapuram Residential School
keeps it so close to everybodys’ heart. Dr.Shivaji Chakravarthy, NIT Director,
Kozhikode, inaugurated it.
Enrichment Programmes for students
A lot of knowledge can be gained by listening to lectures by eminent speakers on
topics other than their curriculum which can influence out students both mentally
and physically. This may add colour to their life too.
Some of the programmes conducted are the following:
Butterfly Effect ( Class VIII ) : Dr.Thomas Abraham
Counseling Class

Dr.Balakrishnan Nambiar

Career Guidance Class :

Mr.M.S Jaleel
Mr.Bensten ( Delhi University)
Mrs.Shangrila ( NIFT, Kannur)

Dayapuram Scholarship Scheme
Happiness is not measured by what you hold in your Hand but by what you hold in
your Heart. A magnanimous and benevolent strategy christened as Dayapuram
Scholarship Scheme fondles all the visions and goal of 60 students. It is a unique
gift of Dayapuram to the society wrapped with compassion, deeds and acceptance.
Department of Moral Studies
Value –based education is the need of the hour. Our Moral Education Department
takes the lead in imparting values to the students thus preparing the younger

generation to become responsible citizens. To substantiate the above, the
department organized several motivation classes.
Dayapuram Talent Search Examination
Under the aegis of Dayapuram Cultural Forum, all the students were given a chance
to update their General Knowledge along with their subject proficiency. The
students are divided into different categories. The students who secure the highest
marks in each category are declared winners.
School Election
School Election is a great opportunity where all the students from classes 6-12 get a
chance to elect their ‘Leaders’ to the school Youth Parliament by Secret Ballot in
the Electronic machine..
School Youth Parliament
The School Parliament comprises of The School Leader (President), Prime Minister,
Speaker, Opposition Leader and other ministers. The ministers are allotted
portfolios. All the ministers are discharging their duties in effective and efficient
manner with the guidance and help from the teachers.
The Investiture ceremony
Investiture is the function of conferring titles and investing powers on leaders.
Kozhikode District Assistant Collector Ms.Anju K S conferred badge on School
President Master Shahis Rahman. The Prime Minister and other elected leaders
were conferred badges by other celebrities .
Fine Arts
The students are given a platform to prove their inherent and myriad talents
through the Fine Arts Activities.
The School Fine Arts Activities encompassed a multifarious colourful events which
fascinated everyone. Four Houses namely Topaz, Sapphire, Emerald and Ruby vied
one another to be the final champions. Sapphire bagged the championship.

Sports Arena
Sports build good habits, confidence, and discipline . They make players into
community leaders and teach them how to strive for a goal, handle mistakes and
cherish growth opportunities.
Our school cherished the Runners-up trophy in Sahodaya Athletics. Ms.Danisha
Parvin and Master Fayis A K, were declared as Individual champions under 19
category.
Both Master Hadi Hussian and Master Shad Muhammed were
Individual Champions Under 17 category.

honored as

In the Sahodya Kho Kho Championship our girls showed their vigor & valour to
secure Runners up trophy.
Annual Sports Days were on 31st December 2018 and 1st 2019. Mr.Kishore Kumar
the renowned International volleyball player, in his inaugural address said that
sports help for the physical and overall development of a child. The Sports
Day had the ceremonial start with the lighting up of Olympic torch.
Clubs
Various clubs like Natural Club, Maths Club, Science Club, Ed club,function here to
promote creativity and inventiveness based on the aptitude of each student. They
ensure and cater to the latent and potentialities of each and every child.
Eleven Quality Components
Ensuring quality higher education is one of the most important things we can do for
future generations. The 11 quality components consist of staff members who
hammer away for the development of the school. They also guide and support our
School Youth Parliament in executing their assignments & duties.

Charity

To give back to the society for the victims of natural calamities, now the Kerala
floods, the students contributed voluntarily for the noble cause.

Co-Curricular Activities
Apart from striving to attain exemplary academic standards, we are training our
students in 17 items to groom every facet of a student’s personality.
The learners are given a choice to select a sport and an art item. Reputed trainers
are providing training on all Saturdays which is a unique and sweet possession of
Dayapuram.
Aranyakam
Together, let’s protect nature for better nature
The students thought and charted out a one year project named Aaranyakam to
protect the 40 acres of lush green campus by protecting and planting new varieties
of trees.
Mr.Dhanesh Kumar, the Forest Officer, Flying Squad inspired the students to work
collectively for the protection of earth and emphasized on the need to build a
greener world.
Excursion and Field trips ( Educational Trips)
Excursions are trips which helps to gain first hand knowledge on the cultural,
traditional and linguistic matters of the place which augments the academic
learning. The journeys together with their friends will hold dear in their mind.
Alumni Association
A school’s reputation is created and sustained by its students past and present.
Alumni are key to its growth. Alumni are the emissaries and envoys of the
institution who builds a confident and dynamic relationship. The success of any
school can be measured by the contribution the Alumni make to build a rewarding
relationship.

PTA
Parents are called for a meeting to interact with the teachers and update and
share the concerns of their wards. We believe that positive communication
between parents and teachers goes a long way in improving the efficacy of
education.
Our school is fortunate to have a truly committed, righteous and competent
teachers whose passion for teaching and love for the children has fetched us to
escalate in our achievements.
We are indeed blessed with the seamless love, missionary zeal and the mind set of
a modern educator of our dear Patron Mr. C T Abdurahim whose patronage is
beyond words.
The consistent support, guidance, relentless co operation by the management is
undoubtedly our strength to cross measurable milestones.
Many many thanks for the supportive administrative staff.
Our sincere gratitude to the parents who are enthusiastic with their unstinted
support motivated us in all our endeavors. My sincere gratitude to my dear
students who are making all our efforts truly meaningful and thus becoming the
ambassadors of peace, love and tolerance.
On this joyous occasion of our 35 th Annual Day Celebration, we assure you of our
continued commitment to the cause of education and thank the Almighty and seek
prayers to enable us to continue the tradition of excellence in all our pursuits.
Education breeds confidence
Confidence breeds hope
Hope breeds peace.
With this promising note by the great philosopher Confucius let me call it a day.

